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Risk management is no longer confined to the role and responsibility of risk 
managers. Organizations increasingly rely on cross-functional teams and vendors 
to contribute key data in order to get complete picture of risk picture, to enable 
executives and boards of directors to seize the right opportunities. 

Consider that:

 ▪ One of the top three risk management priorities for organizations in 2021 is 
improving cross functional risk response capabilities. (Gartner)

 ▪ Nearly 50 percent of board members believe the risk information they receive 
is insufficient for them to draw accurate conclusions. (National Association of 
Corporate Directors and Partners)

 ▪ Nearly half of organizations surveyed believe the financial impact of a failure by 
a third-party or subcontractor has at least doubled over the last five years, with 
a tenfold increase for one in five. That financial impact includes fines, direct 
compensation costs and lost revenue. (Deloitte)

This reinforces the need to significantly reduce complexity for third parties or 
business users who may only need to periodically provide information such as 
performing a scheduled assessment once each quarter, reporting incidents, or 
reviewing specific findings.

The Archer Engage Advantage
Archer Engage™ addresses the critical need for broad stakeholder participation 
in enterprise risk management. It extend the benefits of Archer beyond risk 
professionals, delivering a streamlined user experience for business users across 
the organization, executives and board members who are increasingly involved and 
interested in risk, and third parties required to provide input for risk programs.

Built upon previous development for gathering risk insights from vendors, Archer 
Engage enables Archer customers to implement an intuitive and focused user 
experience for risk analysis and treatment, with easy access to the required data, 
tools and context that requires no in-depth training. It drives simplified and efficient 
collection of risk data from key cross-functional stakeholders that is fed into the 
Archer platform for analysis and treatment.
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Archer Engage™

Streamlining Risk Management Collaboration

Features
 � Intuitive user experience for 
business users, vendors 
and executives.

 � Mobile-optimized interface  
without the need to be connected 
to the corporate network.

 � Focused access to the required 
data and tools with the 
appropriate context.

 � Input feeds directly into main 
Archer implementation.

Benefits
 � Broader risk management 
participation across 
the organization.

 � Streamlined insights from 
business operations to risk 
management functions. 

 � More complete and accurate 
risk picture to support strategic 
business decisions.
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Engage Your Business Users
Archer Engage enables business users to quickly and easily complete simple 
assessments or initiate risk activities such as identifying a risk or reporting an 
incident using a mobile-optimized interface on devices they own or at facilities they 
manage. Business users can quickly respond to audit requests and provide evidence. 
It gives risk professionals the ability to create ad hoc or scheduled requests using 
an easy to use form to collect data from everyone in the organization. Risk, 
compliance, and security teams can collect evidence from controls and perform 
control attestations or assessments.

Archer Engage 
enables business 
users to quickly 
and easily complete 
simple assessments 
or initiate 
risk activities.

Engage Your Vendors
Archer Engage facilitates collaboration between external vendors, business 
stakeholders, and risk managers throughout the governance lifecycle. Third parties 
can efficiently complete assessments, upload documentation, respond to issues 
and attest to performance, while reducing the burden for Archer administrators. 
Archer users can publish assessments with just the click of a button. Vendors can be 
automatically provisioned and can invite their peers to collaborate on assessments. 
When their work is complete, responses are automatically synchronized back into 
the Archer environment for review.
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About Archer
Archer is a leader in 
providing integrated risk 
management solutions 
that enable customers to 
improve strategic decision 
making and operational 
resiliency. As true 
pioneers in GRC software, 
Archer remains solely 
dedicated to helping 
customers understand risk 
holistically by engaging 
stakeholders, leveraging 
a modern platform that 
spans key domains of risk 
and supports analysis 
driven by both business 
and IT impacts. The Archer 
customer base represents 
one of the largest 
pure risk management 
communities globally, with 
over 1,500 deployments 
including more than 90 of 
the Fortune 100.

Visit www.ArcherIRM.com.

http://www.ArcherIRM.com

